What we do

SINCE 1975, SEVE

- Is the premier exporters’ organization representing Greek companies engaged in global trade
- Represents Greek export companies on export trade policy issues
- Assists Greek export companies’ compliance by providing information and supporting to their efforts for internationalization
- Is accredited by the International Association of Trade Training Organisations - IATTO and plays a crucial role in providing education through specialized seminars on export topics
- Implements European and International projects in collaboration with foreign institutions so as to enhance SMEs
- Locates and records potential partners and customers
- Provides targeted information on product demand and collaborations
- Matches foreign market needs with local offers and supplies
- Organizes B2B events around the world

LOOKING FOR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES SUPPLIERS?

GET IN TOUCH WITH SELECTED GREEK COMPANIES

- 2,267 companies
- 653 category products and services
- 4,178 products and services
- 95,952 employees
- 137 export countries

In 1989 SEVE established its own Research Institute, the Institute of Export Research & Studies (IERS).

IERS aims to provide customised foreign market research and useful information through on-line connections with international exporting companies.